SENIOR JERSEY 2011
ORDER FORM

STUDENT'S NAME: .................................................................

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
FORM CLASS: .................................................................

HOME PHONE NO.: ...........................................................

SIZE REQUIRED: (please tick appropriate box)

Extra Small ☐ Small ☐ Medium ☐ Large ☐ Extra Large ☐

(Please check sample sizes at the MBC Uniform Shop)

• Cost of Senior Jersey $95
  (this includes screenprinting of name and 11 on back; embroidery of MBBC crest on the front)

• The only name which may be screenprinted is first name
  (or derivative, e.g. Matt instead of Matthew) or surname

• Some forms of nicknames may be permitted, provided they are related to the surname
  (e.g. Jonesy instead of Jones)

• All names to be printed must be approved by Mrs Patchett prior to printing

• The maximum number of letters for screenprinting on the back must not exceed NINE
  (9). Please note that a full stop and a hyphen count as a letter

NAME TO BE SCREENPRINTED: .................................................................

PARENT'S SIGNATURE: .................................................................

ORDER FORM and FULL PAYMENT
must be made to the Uniform Shop by:
Wednesday 25 August 2010

No orders will be accepted after this date